


PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

        Gene Strehlow

How You Doin’?

What’s the latest on your---- <fill in the blank>?

auto restoration  ---bad knee ---grandkids ---golf game ---summer trip ---old hobby ---medical insurance
----------------famous recipe ---social security ---investments ---spouse ---gardening ---vacation rental --- 
-----------------------------part time job --- reading list ---hearing aid ---etc., etc.

Have you heard from <Bob/Sue>  lately?        

 Is  <Joe> still in Florida?     

How is <Pete> after the cancer?            

 Did you get a deer this season?

Do any of these topics sound like something you would like to compare notes with someone you spent 
10 – 20 – 30 – 40 years getting to know at JCI?  In our working years we had many opportunities to keep 
in touch with our “Work Family”.  Sometimes it was just to keep in touch as a friend; sometimes it was 
to bounce ideas or questions off others in a similar situation, to get input as you wrestle with an issue.  
Your WSJ Society luncheon is a quarterly version of those non-work discussions we used to do on a daily 
or weekly basis.  We typically have 40-50 people at the luncheons.  While nobody knows everybody 
there, everybody knows somebody, and so will you.

Still working?

When I was considering retirement, I had questions about what that life style would be like, and would I 
lose contact with many of those that I knew during my decades with JCI.  When asked what I would miss 
the most in retirement, my answer was “I’ll miss all the people at JCI”.  The WSJ Society can bridge some
of that gap you may also be thinking of.  Or it can be a group of individuals to pose some of those 
retirement questions to.

Come to a luncheon (April 18, or some future one) and compare notes on these topics, or any of the 101
I didn’t think to add above.  If these luncheons don’t fit your schedule or location, send us a note to let 
us know how you are doing on any topic you like.  It’s not quite as good as 2-way communications – but 
it’s better than silence . . .

Gene



cont’d. from pg. 1
This  is  the  65th Anniversary  year  for  the
Rep. Jeremy gave us a brief  history.  The
Rep started in the Fred Miller Theater on
Oakland  Ave.,  a  venue  with  a  venerable
history  of  its  own.  I  often  wondered  why
Kalt’s  next  door,  a  favorite  for  beer  and
pizza, had those pictures of celebrities from
years gone by.

Not just theater for its own sake, the Rep
aspires  to  “create  positive  social  change”
on  its  several  venues.  We  enjoyed  The
Stackner  Theater  at  Reunion  2018,  a
dinner  and  performance  of  “Songs  for
Nobodies” to round out the evening. Jess
gave us the low down on the advantages
that groups like ours have for the theater
experience. 

Oh, and on that “social change” theme, we
learned about access to theater experience
for those patrons requiring special access,
e.g. signing for the deaf, audio for the blind.
How about that? 

We also  learned that  casting  for  plays  is
done on a national basis, with sets created
and shared by multiple theater companies
across the country.  We get  the benefit  of
the work of talented people from across the
country. 

There’s a lot happening at The Rep. Check
out  their  program – at  all  of  their  stages.
You  might  just  find  that  special  theater
experience you’ve been wanting.

Submitted by
Jude Anders, Editor

Your fellow retirees enjoying the luncheon!
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